BACHELOR OF SCIENCE: EDUCATION MINOR

LITERACY K-12 .................................................................................... 32 credits

EDU 233 Literacy Lang & Texts  4 Accept

EDU 234

EDU 397L Meth:K-8 LA/SS/All  4 Accept

EDU 233 and Admission to TEP

EDU 233 and Admission to TEP or verification student is a certified teacher

EDU 438 Lit Assess/Diag Instr  4 Accept

EDU 448 Adv Lit Assess/Diag  4 Accept

EDU 438 and Admission to TEP or verification student is a certified teacher

EDU 448 and Admission to TEP or verification student is a certified teacher

EDU 489 Rsrch/Prof/Literacy Ed  4 Accept

EDU 448 and Admission to TEP or verification student is a certified teacher

EDU 497L Meth: Int Lit/Com I  4 Accept

EDU 497C Meth: Int Lit/Comp II  4 Accept

EDU 497C should be taken in the same semester

EDU 497L should be taken in the same semester

Select 1 from the following:

EDU 391F Child/Yng Adult Lit  4 Accept

LIT 282 Child/Young Adult Lit  4 Accept